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The 1960 film adaptation of Eleanor H. Porter's Pollyanna by Walt Disney 
Productions can be regarded as a work of recovery. The late 1950s was a 
period infused with nostalgia for turn-of-the-century American life and 
a desire to reconnect with a sense of innocent fun and community coher
ence in a period in which social, economic, and cultural shifts had created 
anxiety about families and the state of the nation itself. The film's creators 
reveal their nostalgia through a focus on play in the film's form and nar
rative, which, in conjunction with period details such as costumes and 
songs, creates a sunny, nostalgic picture of small-town American life in 
the early 1900s. 

"Pollyanna has almost a golden glow around it when you look back 
and think of it as the adventures of children and the way they affect the 
adults they come in contact with;' notes film historian Stacia Martin in 
the feature "Pollyanna: Making of a Masterpiece" in the Vault Disney 
DVD Collection of the film (2002). Rather than focusing on twenty-first
century reactions to the film, this chapter analyzes Pollyanna's 1959 pro
duction and 1960 release; however, I begin with Martin's words because 
they capture not only the nostalgia for a past, seemingly more simple era 
in American life that pervades the Disney adaptation, but they also set 
up the figurative and literal glow, conveyed through form and narrative, 
that is one of its central features. A brief examination of the film sets up 
its similarities to, and differences from, Porter's novel, as well as from 
an earlier film adaptation released in 1920. Historical background on the 
nation and the film industry, including Walt Disney Studios, in the 1950s 
is then provided for cultural and industrial context. Finally, a close read
ing of the aural, visual, and narrational emphasis on play within the film 
demonstrates how play is employed by the film's creators to recover a 
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the potential not only to connect viewers with their own childhoods, but 
also to hail those viewers in a more general sense, replaying a vision of 
a perfect childhood and of an idyllic location for that childhood: small
town America. Of course, the film, like the book, is a fantasy, but, as Martin 
notes, there is no denying that it has "almost a golden glow" around it. 

Notes 

1. In a chapter titled ''.Adapting Children's Literature" from 1he Cambridge Compan-

ion to Literature on Screen, Deborah Cartmell discusses the increasing conservatism of 
Disney, as displayed in his sociopolitical actions and reflected in his films: "In addition to 
visual anchorage, was an ideological agenda that Disney brought to the stories, reflected 
in his founding role in the Motion Picture Alliance for the Preservation of American Ide
als (the foundation of the Hollywood blacklist). It's no accident that the rise of Disney 
coincided with debates about the morality of the cinema and American values, and a very 
conservative view of the family is common to all of these films" (170). 

2. However, the nature of this comedy and how it is conveyed is an area of difference
between the films. For example, the creators of the 1920 film focus on physical comedy, with 
a few ironic asides to viewers via the title cards, while much of the humor of the 1960 film 
is created via dialogue, coupled with reaction shots that emphasize character moments. 

3. This use of brightly lit exteriors mirrors that of the 1920 film, in which many scenes
take place outside in what appears to be bright sunshine. Both films appear to have been 
shot in California-with the exteriors of the 1920 production resembling locations in 
Southern California and the 1960 film shot in Northern California around Santa Rosa
which creates a visual link between the two. 

4. At certain emotional junctures, Pickford's character is shown with her eyes heaven
ward, as if communicating with the divine, which enhances the suggestion of her special, 
expressly spiritual nature. 

5. The connections between the two films go beyond the early�century setting and a
central use of music. Both films seem to construct their settings, the St. Louis of Meet Me 

in St. Louis, and the Harrington of Pollyanna, as utopian spaces. In Meet Me in St. Louis 

the pleasant, pastoral environs of St. Louis are contrasted with the city to which the family 
may have to move: New York. In Pollyanna Harrington is imagined as a lovely place with 
unhappy people. The addition of the bazaar sequence, in which the town's people display 
their transformation under Pollyanna's influence as they celebrate together, is also similar 
to the fair that is so central to the plot and music of Meet Me in St. Louis. For example, in 
his 1994 essay "Meet Me in St. Louis: Smith, or The Ambiguities:' Andrew Britton notes: 

If"St. Louis" suggests a myth of the organic community in a lost Golden Age, then 
the idea of"the fair" is the furthest reach of the myth-"It must look like a fairy land:' 
The last moments of the film-the camera tracking in to a huge dose-up of Esther's 
face on her rapt, repeated murmur of"Right here where we live" -convey an achieved 
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union of the "normal" /everyday and the miraculous. They put forward, implicitly, for 
the spectator's consent, the proposition that "your home town too is miraculous if 
only you stop to look at it:' (164) 

6. Gorbman notes that "Music making action on the screen explicit-'imitating' their
direction or rhythm-is called mickey-mousing (after musical practices used in the early 
Disney sound cartoons)" (181). The use of such "mickey-mousing" in Pollyanna not only 
aligns the film with the Disney output as a whole, but particularly connects it to the overt 
playfulness and visual and aural experimentation of the early Disney films. For example, 
in Disney's Steamboat Willie (1928), one of the first synchronized-sound cartoon films 
released in Hollywood, Mickey Mouse creatively manipulates the bodies of a variety of 
animals, from a duck to a cow, in order to produce a variety of sounds for his own enjoy
ment and to entertain Minnie Mouse. 

7. In this sequence the children go down to a stream and Jimmy sticks his head under
neath the water. The camera shares his poi�t of view to reveal the magical nature of this 
underwater environment. As Jimmy looks around underwater, he/the viewer sees an 
effects-created fish, who also notices him. This leads to a switch in perspective as the fish/ 
viewer views Jimmy imitating the open, bubbling mouth of the fish. Disney conceived 
of the moment and had it shot by a second unit without Swift's knowledge; in fact, Swift 
relates that he did not learn of it until he saw the dailies. 

8. Swift notes that Disney showed great interest in the project, investing in it not only
creatively and financially, but also emotionally. As Swift and several other interviewees on 
the DVD extra note, Disney carefully watched the film's dailies, which often brought him 
to tears. Disney also insisted that the lengthy bazaar scene, which Swift desired to trim, 
remain intact. 
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